
CHOOSE THE STRONGEST 
ELL SUPPORT IN TEXAS
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INTEGRATED SCAFFOLDS 
FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Each lesson in Texas StudySync’s ELAR units include scaffolded support for four levels of English Language 
Learners. These targeted scaffolds automatically appear with every digital assignment and feature supports 
that are specifically tailored to each activity or desired outcome in the lesson.

As students increase their English proficiency, scaffolds decrease, providing students at each level an 
appropriate amount of support. Because scaffolds automatically appear for students based on their set 
proficiency level, changing a student’s level of English language proficiency also automatically changes 
the level of support they receive. And since students see their scaffolds automatically on their screens, 
teachers can make sure students get the support they need without calling attention to their ELL students 
or using valuable planning or instructional time identifying scaffolds and distributing them to students.
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Visual Glossary 
and Spanish Cognates

Visual glossaries allow ELL 
students to access a text along 
with their proficient peers. 

Speaking and Sentence Frames

Speaking and sentence frames help 
ELL students with class discussion.  

Audio with Variable Speed 
and Text Highlight

Once selected, text phrases highlight 
while the audio plays. Students and 
teachers can reduce the rate a text 
is read by up to 25% with no 
loss of resolution.   

Automatic scaffolds appear for students at the press of a button.
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UNSURPASSED 
DIFFERENTIATION SUPPORT
In addition to the student scaffolds, every lesson includes Differentiation suggestions for the teacher - 
online and in print - outlining specific strategies and scaffolds to support every student. Print and digital 
teacher resources contain clear guidance for differentiating lessons for English Language Learners.

Access differentiation via 
Lesson Plans. Log in at 
my.mheducation.com.

Username: txsync20
Password: txss20
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Lesson Plan with Differentiation

Introduction: 
Scaffolding & 
Differentiation

Read:  
Scaffolding & 
Differentiation

 Scaffolding & Differentiation

ELLs All Levels

Introduce the Text

Pair with on-grade-level peers to read and discuss 
the introduction. Available scaffold: 

• speaking frames

ELPS: (1)(F), (2)(E), (2)(F), (3)(F), (3)(J), (4)(D), (4)(F)

 Scaffolding & Differentiation

Beginning & Intermediate ELLs Read

Have students read the ELL text synopsis instead 
of the text. Encourage students to use a dictionary 
or thesaurus as they read. Available scaffolds:

• visual glossary

• ELL text synopsis

ELPS: (1)(F), (4)(E), (4)(F)

Prepare for Advanced Courses 
Analyze for Enrichment

In Heart of Darkness, author Joseph Conrad 
employs the stream of consciousness narrative 
style, which originated during Modernism and 
imitates the oftentimes disorderly thought process 
of the human mind. 

Direct students to reread the last paragraph of the 
text and select quotes that exemplify the stream 
of consciousness narrative style. 

Ask students:

• How do your selected quotes exemplify the 
stream of consciousness narrative style? How 
does the syntax help to develop the stream of 
consciousness narrative voice? 

• Why might Conrad have employed the stream 
of consciousness narrative style in this text? 
How does this style characterize the narrator, 
Mariow? How does it help to develop the 
text's central message? 

TEKS: 10.8(D), 10.8(F)
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ONLY WITH TEXAS STUDYSYNC – 
TARGETED ELL SUPPORT
Each unit in Texas StudySync contains resources for English Language Learners that can be used in 
conjunction with the regular ELAR program, or in place of, to support all ELLs. 

The English Language Learners Resources offer 20 lessons in each unit in addition to and supportive 
of the regular ELAR curriculum. Each unit consists of two created texts written for ELL students at four 
proficiency levels—Beginning, Intermediate, Advanced, and Advanced High. The unit builds towards a 
culminating writing and speaking performance task for the Extended Oral Project.
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Like their counterparts in the 
Integrated Reading and Writing 
section, ELL Resources are 
organized around a First Read, 
a Close Read, and associated 
Skill lessons.

ELL skill lessons emphasize 
explicit vocabulary instruction, 
language acquisition, spelling 
and grammar conventions, and 
reading comprehension.

ELL Resources: First Read, Close Read, Skill lessons



BRING LITERATURE TO LIFE

GET STARTED. GET ONLINE. 

URL: my.mheducation.com

Username: txsync20

Password: txss20


